Resolution #________

Be it resolved by the City of __________ that ______________________ has shared preliminary plans for the infrastructure of ___________ Housing Development as prepared by ___________ Engineers, __________ Street, __________, South Dakota, zip code, and

Whereas, these above referenced plans meet the requirements of the City of ____________, and

Whereas, the proposed infrastructure will be owned and maintained by the City of ____________, and

Whereas, the City of ____________ confirms that there is capacity for the new wastewater lines planned for this project.

I, __________________, Finance Officer/Dep. Finance Officer of the City of ____________, South Dakota, do hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was passed by the City of ____________, South Dakota, at a meeting thereof held on the _____ day of _________, 2022.

_____________________________________
MAYOR

ATTEST:

__________________
FINANCE OFFICER

(SEAL)